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My life long interest in flying took me on many adventures. Flying was an important part of my
profession as a Fisheries Biologist in Alaska. The mostly low level flying in Alaska's bush gave
me a chance to fly and fly in a large number of aircraft types with equally varied geography and
pilot personalities. I think pilots and non-pilots alike will find my stories interesting, exciting, funny
and educational.
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one. This memoir covers my more memorable experiences flying. Mostly in small single engine
general aviation aircraft, every now and then a larger plane enters. Most of the time I spent flying
was safe and ordinary, it is the safest mode of travel after all. The many hours of doing the job
and seeing Alaska were wonderful and I miss them. They also didn’t make this book; you
probably would have been bored silly.I fell in love with flying at a young age and started flying
lessons after graduating from high school. Then I became a fisheries biologist with the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game for nearly 22 years. That job required a great deal of time flying,
both point to point, commercially and more interestingly in the Alaska Bush in small single
engine aircraft at low altitudes.I now serve on a volunteer water quality, Rathbun Land & Water
Alliance where I live in Iowa. I met and became friends with a wonderful gentleman Ralph
Alhouse on that board and we were fond of swapping flying stories. Ralph, who is my senior and
a member of the greatest generation started flying in the US Navy as a Kingfisher pilot in World
War II. But continued flying in small general aviation planes the rest of his life. He finally had to
quit in his 92cd year due to his failing eyesight. He told me several times I should write a book of
my flying experiences. I finally didFigure 1Vought OS2U Kingfisher Courtesy National Archives,
photo no. 80- G-407853Figure 2 Ford Trimotor Francisco PhotoPROLOGUEAs a child,
like my friends I was fascinated with air planes and rockets. My father and I built model planes,
plastic dust collectors, as my mother called them. Balsa wood and paper, rubber band powered
free flight flying models were more interesting. Gas engine powered control-line models came
next, but I got dizzy turning in circles with my control-line models so moved on to gas powered
free-flight models. The constant repairs and total loss of models, that had many hours of
construction in them and engines that took a big bite out of my lawnmowing/babysitting income
discouraged my free-flight model ambitions. Then Dad and I discovered radio-controlled
models. My mother was unhappy with the expense, some of which started coming out of the
household budget, but Dad and I were hooked. We started small with a replica of the Cessna
Skylane with throttle, rudder and elevator control. It was beautiful. Of course, Dad had to fly it
first. I successfully hand launched the plane and Dad guided it away climbing, descending, using
the elevator and throttle controls. Then he made an 1800 turn. I warned him “Turn your back to
the plane, like they told us.” (They being the flyers at the local radio-controlled plane club.)“I’m as
good as those guys, I know the controls are reversed now,” Dad replied. Only seconds later as
Dad tried to correct a drift off course, forgetting the controls were reversed, he over-controlled in
the same direction as the drift. The Skyline’s drift turned into a steep bank that resulted in what I
would latter learn was an accelerated stall[1]. It dove straight into the ground, Dad’s full throttle,
full up elevator commands making things worse. The plane hit nose first, the wings survived but
the plane’s fuselage was destroyed. Dad lost interest in R.C. aircraft. He steered me towards
model rockets after that, which also resulted in some interesting adventures and less
expense.During this model period, I noticed adds in the Des Moines Register for the big annual
Ottumwa Fly-In. Restored antique and homebuilt aircraft from all over the United States, come
to compete and have fun with fellow hobbyists. They have airshows to attract the



public. Ottumwa is a small city, eighty-six miles south and east of Des Moines. Ottumwa
inherited a 1,440-acre airfield that was built and used during WWII as a naval pilot training
center, which had become the home of the fly-in. No one could answer my question why the
Navy chose a site about as far from an ocean as you can get.By expressing frequently my desire
to go (OK I whined a lot). I did convince Mom and Dad to make a family outing of a Saturday trip
to the show. Not sure about how the rest of the family felt but I loved every minute except the
constant restraint of waiting for the others. Someone brought a restored Ford Trimotor, an early
entrant into commercial passenger aviation. They were offering rides, for twenty bucks, if
memory serves correctly, that was a lot of money for the family in those days. I’m not certain, but
I seem to recall my grandmother finally succumbed to my whines and I had my first flight in an
airplane. I remember that it was really noisy, the three engines rattling the corrugated metal skin
of the plane. I was surprised when we took off, I was sure I could pedal my bike that fast. We
made a trip through the airport’s landing pattern and set back down. I wanted to fly.Figure 3
Cessna 140 by Robert Oehl courtesy Susan KingNEXT FLIGHTOne Saturday afternoon, a few
years later, I was fourteen or fifteen, I had finished my lawn mowing chores when Dad came from
Sam’s house next door and asked if I’d like to go for a plane ride. My flood of questions about
who, what, when, and why were answered when Dad said “Sam offered to take us.”.Sam had a
private pilot’s license and was renting a plane that afternoon and there was room for us. I never
could figure out why it took Dad and Sam so long to get to the car. We drove out to Dodge Field,
a small private plane strip a few miles from our house. Sam had rented a Cessna 140, a small
taildragger that sat gleaming in the sun, its polished aluminum skin showing not a blemish. Sam
took me (I think Dad was there.) on the preflight inspection explaining everything he was looking
at and why. Then we climbed in, me first since I was in the rear “jump” seat. There was a notice
on a placard on the rear bulkhead, DO NOT EXCEED 40LBS. I weighed at about 140. My mind
did the simple math, as Sam and Dad took the front seats, and didn’t like the answer.“Sam, it
says to put only forty pounds back here, I’m one forty.”“It’s OK, I did the weight and balance, we’ll
be fine,” Sam replied as he got busy with the starting checklist.Huh, weight and balance, what’s
that? The engine noise pretty well made asking any more questions impossible. There was a
hand grip on the back of Dad’s front seat to make getting into and out of the plane easier. I
grabbed it firmly, trying to redistribute as much weight as possible to the front seat. We took off.
I wonder how long I can hold on if my seat falls through the floor?It was fantastic. Sam flew back
to our house where he made a turnabout a point, the wing pointing down at the house. Giving us
a fantastic view of our two houses. Again, I loved the experience of flying. Sam and Dad didn’t
think so snice on the way home they teased me that Sam would have to pay damages for my
fingerprints in the “chicken-bar”. All through junior and high school, flying stayed in my mind. I
completed my flying merit badge while getting Eagle Scout. I read every book and magazine
article I could find on flying and dreamed of getting a pilot’s license.Figure 4Cessna 150 Ron
SmithMY FIRST SOLO FLIGHTThe summer after I graduated from high school, my freshman
year college tuition was in the bank, thanks to the three part-time jobs I held during my senior



year. I had also managed to volunteer as help for a veterinarian since that was my professional
goal. (Looking back, I don’t know how I did it all.) One day, while reading a flying magazine, I saw
a coupon Cesena had published for a free introductory flying lesson. Coupon in hand, I was on
my way to Dodge Field, the nearest Cessna dealer. I decided to volunteer to be a line boy, the
path many of the pilots I read about used to get their license. I was going to quit at least one of
my jobs to fit it all in, if I had too.Dodge Field wasn’t much of an airport. I had been there the day
we flew with Sam and it hadn’t changed. The Iowa Aviation office was in a lean-to bump out from
one of the hangers. Otherwise it was a narrow strip of grass surrounded by cornfields, with an
even narrower strip of asphalt down the center of the grass. This was the airfield’s single north-
south runway.Behind the office counter, two or three men were having coffee and I stepped up
with my free lesson coupon in my hand. “I have a coupon for a free flying lesson from Cessna.”A
dark-haired middle-aged man left his chair and with his hand out said, “Hi, I’m Dale, I’ll take that.
You ready to fly?”I was taken by surprise, figured they be so busy I would have to schedule an
appointment. Taking his hand, I introduced myself, “Hi I’m Kim Francisco. Ah, I have to be to work
in a couple of hours.”“Great, you have plenty of time then. Follow me.”We stepped out the door
opposite the one I had entered and back out into a bright, hot, muggy Iowa summer’s day. An
airplane, similar in size to the Cessna 140 Sam had rented, sat outside the door. Instead of
sitting on its wheels and tail, this plane had a third wheel under its nose so the tail was in the air,
like most of the larger planes I had seen on TV and movies. It was painted white with yellow trim
instead of a polished aluminum skin. Dale asked as we walked, “Have you flown before?”“I’ve
been for a ride in a Ford Trimotor and a Cessna 140.”“Wow! Where did you manage to get into a
Trimotor?”“Over at the Ottumwa Airshow.”“Yeah, that’s quite the collection of planes. This is a
Cessna 150, we’ll be flying in it today. It replaced the 140, with most runway’s paved these days
people wanted tricycle gear instead of the old taildraggers. Before every flight, it’s the pilot’s
responsibility to do a walk-a-round and inspect the plane. There’s no pulling over to the side of
the road up there in the sky.”Dale proceeded to take me through the walk-a-round explaining
what we were looking at and why. While he was at it, he was also doing a good job selling the
airplane. I was hooked and landed before we strapped in. I wasn’t use, to being treated as an
adult. The first lesson was about 45 minutes of flight time with the 10 on the ground making an
hour. I learned how to bank and coordinate turning the plane during that first flight. For reasons
best explained by an aeronautical engineer, when the alerions on the wings begin a bank (turn)
the nose points off in the opposite direction of the turn. If you hold the bank, it comes back but
your turn goes more smoothly if you apply some rudder to swing the nose in the direction your
turning. The trick is learning how much you need to push down on the rudder pedal with your
foot so the turn is coordinated. Too much and the nose goes too far, causing the plane to side
sideways. Not enough and your nose swings the wrong way, then back, causing a sloppy looking
and feeling turn. At the same time, you also must apply back pressure to the yoke (steering
wheel if you’re a ground pounder) since plane’s nose down and lose altitude during banks if you
don’t.I’m not very well coordinated myself so was pleasantly surprised to discover I caught right



on to banking the plane to the right and left while maintaining my altitude. Flying is easy. Maybe I
finally found something I can do well. Luckily, I didn’t say anything out loud. I left Iowa Aviation
that day walking about six feet off the ground. They hadn’t needed anyone to wash planes but I
still scheduled my second lesson and pretty well emptied my checking account paying for the
ground school supplies; a book, and flight calculator. Flight calculators are round slide-rules with
various lines labeled for common calculations required before and during a flight, which I found
simple to operate. (I always had a great deal of trouble using straight slide-rules and never
understood why they weren’t all round, which seemed simpler.).My mother wasn’t too sure about
my flying but as long as my tuition was in the bank and I continued saving ten percent of
everything I earned, Dad was all for it.My free time was now spent learning the ground school
materials, which covered flying techniques, weight & balance, navigation; both dead reckoning
and radio, weather, and regulations. Sam and Dale had to answer a lot of questions.I still
couldn’t afford to fly as often as Dale thought I needed. I had found taking off, apply power and
keep the plane pointed down the runway, and flying easy. Landing was impossible, I thought. The
ground rushing up just terrified me. I would discover that I had no depth perception. (Actually,
nobody does beyond about 20 feet, our eyes just aren’t far enough apart. Most people’s minds
pick-up the slack learning to judge distance based on comparing things they aren’t even aware
they were noticing. Some of us have trouble “learning” how to judge distance.) Most people solo,
fly without an instructor, after about ten hours of dual time. Dual time costs more than solo since
you have pay the instructor and rent the plane. I was starting to think I wasn’t going to make it.
Dale and I spent what seemed like forever flying touch and goes, taking off flying around the
pattern (planes fly a set pattern around the airfield so approaching and departing planes can
anticipate the location of traffic) then landing but not coming to a full stop rather once the nose
wheel touches the ground you add power and take off again. I don’t know how many touch and
goes Dale and I did but he had to keep saving me.My big problem was the flare. That is, you pull
back on the nose of the plane raising it and the wings to a steep enough angle that the plane
stalls. Quits flying, the engine is still running but if the wing is so steep that the air flow is no
longer smooth, the wing stops flying. The trick is to judge your distance above the runway and
make the plane stop flying just as you are touching the runway. Too high the plane will bounce;
you can easily lose control and crash. Way to high and you’ll blow the tires or collapse the
landing gear, you crash. If you flare too late, you fly into the ground, which is another way of
crashing. Student pilots learn the full stall landing first, simplest and safest. The “wheel-landing”
comes later. It’s smoother but you do fly the plane to the ground and it’s harder for most
people.Since I didn’t seem to be getting “it” with his help on the dual controls, Dale choose to let
me learn from my mistakes. As long as I wasn’t so high or low that I would kill us. He didn’t tell
me this at the time. I figured it out on reflection.The 150 has spring steel landing gear designed
to take a lot of punishment. Being “afraid of the ground”, I tended to come in high. My landings
were hard bounces that threatened to launch us out of control into the air. Fortunately, the plane
usually stayed on the runway or close enough that my jamming the yoke into my stomach to



keep the delicate nose wheel off the ground kept us alive and the plane in one piece.“Watch
your altitude,” Dale reminded me as I made a final approach.Too low for the altimeter. Scan
wings. Level. Height looks right. Flare. … We’re falling too far. Should I lower nose and go
around?WHAM!The plane groaned as the steel arms of the main gear squatted, threatening to
let the belly of the fuselage scrap the ground. Then the arms snapped back to their normal
shape, launching the 150 back into the air. As we rose the plane tilted to the left, with the yoke
still in my guts, I added right alerion and rudder to correct the tilt. A plane’s control surfaces
wouldn’t work because of the stall, which stopped the airflow over them., it continued tilting left
towards disaster!What do I do? Lower the nose.I pushed the yoke gently forward. The nose
dropped. Our air speed increased slightly, enough for the controls to level the wings. Our air
speed was still low enough that as we reached the top of our bounce, we sank back to the
ground, the main gear hit the runway again.GROAN!We bounced into the air but not so high or
for as long. I had the controls neutralized except for holding the yoke back just enough to
maintain the flare. The main gear once again hit the ground.SREECH!The motionless tires hit
the runway, screeching as they dragged on the asphalt, their rotation trying to catch-up to the
speed of the plane. It’s a good thing the asphalt is black, so the long streak of rubber doesn’t
show.As we slowed, the nose dropped and I followed the decreasing pressure on the elevator
forward with the yoke. The nose wheel made a small, normal, screech as it touched down and
began rolling. Thank God we’re alive! I started to slump in my seat. Brakes! I sat-up straight to
brake the plane to a stop.Dale interrupted, “Time to go around.”Shit! I’ve had enough for one day.
My new muscle memory taking over and I pushed the throttle in, added rudder to correct for the
pull of the prop. We reached airspeed and I firmly pulled back on the yoke, first lifting the nose,
followed by the main gear. Dropping the nose to gain airspeed but continuing the climb to
pattern altitude.We went around and to my surprise I pulled off a good landing. Dale sent me
around two more times. I managed to repeat my performance. We called it a day. As I stood in a
T-shirt drenched in sweat, Dale said, “Remember those last three. Try to do that every time and
you’ll be on your way to soloing.”I was feeling pretty good as we walked into the air-conditioned
office, the cool air blasting my wet shirt made me shiver. The mechanic said, “I better go inspect
that plane and see if we need to charge you for painting the belly.” I tried to laugh along with the
rest of the group but couldn’t. You dumb shit! You’ll never be a pilot.*A week passed. Every time I
thought of flying, I tried to follow Dale’s advice and envision the good landings. My self-critic kept
trying to relive all the times Dale had to take the controls, or ordered me to go around. I tried to
force those memories out and remember my successes, though not always successfully. I
arrived for my next lesson no more confident in my skills than I had been at the last. I almost
gave up and didn’t go.I did the walk around, Dale joined me and we took off. “Kim take her
around the pattern and do a touch and go,” Dale told me as I climbed to 800 feet. Dread was
building up as I turned final. You can’t do this. Give it up. Why humiliate yourself. Shut up! Just
relax. Remember how those last three felt. What they looked like. Just do that again.“Nice. Let’s
go around and do that again,” Dale said as I rolled down the runway. I did it. Yes, now quit



listening to your doubts and do it again.Two nice landings later Dale said, “Come to a full stop
this time.”I braked the plane to a stop. Wonder why he wants to see a take-off from a stop? I don’t
have any trouble with take-offs. As the plane stopped. Dale unfastened his seat belt and
dropped out the door.
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